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a b s t r a c t
Nematic liquid crystals are aggregates of calamitic molecules andmost related experimen-
tal phenomena are described well by their mean molecular orientation, i.e. by the direc-
tor, and by the scalar order parameter, considering a perfect uniaxial symmetry. However,
when the nematic distortion is very strong and it occurs over a length scale comparable
with the nematic coherence length, the molecular order may be significantly altered, as in
the case of the core of a defect or in the case of highly frustrated nematic systems. Such
systems, where spatial and/or temporal changes of the nematic order are relevant, require
a full Landau-de Gennes Q-tensor description.
In this work, we will present the implementation of aQ-tensor numerical model, based
on a one-dimensional finite elementmethodwith a r-typemovingmesh technique capable
of describing the nematic order dynamics inside a π-cell submitted to a strong electric
pulse. The use of the moving grid technique ensures no waste of computational effort in
the area of low spatial order variability: in fact, the technique concentrates the grid points
in regions of large ∇Q, maintaining constant the total number of nodes in the domain.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Nematic liquid crystals are aggregates of calamitic molecules which do not present any positional order and whose long
axes are directed along a common direction, the director n, along which the degree of orientation is described by the scalar
order parameter S. Classically the nematic phase is described by the Frank–Oseen theory [1–3] where usually n can vary and
S is considered practically constant everywhere. This theory is able to correctly describe elastic problems, i.e. the application
of an external field (electric,magnetic ormechanic) inducing elastic stress to the fundamental state of the nematicmolecules
allowing the orientation of n to vary in space. This is the case, for instance, of monostable transitions, as the well known
Freedericks transition, where a starting texture, prescribed by suitable boundary conditions, is elastically distorted by an
external electric ormagnetic field. In these systems, the distortion always relaxes back to its initial equilibrium configuration
when the external perturbation is removed. Monostable electro-optical transitions are today used to control the behaviour
of the well known nematic liquid crystal displays, which are in fact monostable devices. However, there exist situations in
which experimental results cannot be fully described by this classical approach. When the nematic distortion is very strong
and it occurs over a length scale comparable with the nematic coherence length [4], the minimum distance over which
the nematic molecules are on average aligned along n, the molecular order may be significantly altered, as in the case of
the core of a defect [5]. Moreover the standard simplified elastic theory fails also for recent experimental results on phase
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transitions induced by nano-confinement [6] and for the electric field induced order reconstruction [7–12]. Such systems,
where spatial and temporal changes of the nematic order are relevant and biaxial transient nematic configurations arise,
require a full Landau-de Gennes Q-tensor description [13].
The creation of transient biaxial states inside a nematic material allows transitions between textures with different
topologies, which are forbidden in the Frank–Oseen model [14]. For example, this is the case of a π-cell submitted to an
high electric field, in which an initial splay texture is transformed into a topological different bend texture by means of the
electric field induced nematic order reconstruction [7–12]. This phenomenon allows connecting two different topological
nematic textures, changing the localmolecular order of the phasewithout anymacroscopic director rotation. The dynamical
evolution is then described by means of the order tensor Qwhere the eigenvectors are the preferred molecular orientation
and the associated eigenvalues measure the degree of order [15].
The order reconstruction phenomenon takes place whenever two conflicting uniaxial states are recomposed in space
through a variety of transient biaxial states [7]. Typically, the biaxial order decays in space with a characteristic length
of about ten nanometers and, being the scale of usual physical problems in the order of some micrometers, sophisticated
numerical modelling techniques are required in order to obtain reliable results, since molecular dynamics [16] and Monte
Carlo simulations [17,18] are in agreementwith the prediction of Landau-de Gennes theory for confined liquid crystals films.
In this direction, the Finite Element Method (FEM), used for application in several research branches, provides
computational mathematics with a powerful tool to solve Partial Differential Equation (PDE) systems arising from problem
modelling [19,20]. In one-dimensional studies of a nematic liquid crystal confined in a cell, we look for the nematic texture
that minimises the energy functional of the problem [1]. The integration domain is divided in elements composed by nodes
on which the solution is found and the spatial variation ofQ inside each element is interpolated by suitable shape functions.
Discretisation of the integration domain into an appropriate grid of points is very crucial, particularly in frustrated nematic
systems where the gradient of the order and the local and transient biaxiality become important. Adaptive grid techniques
can be used to solve these phenomena, ensuring no waste of computational effort in areas where there is no need for finer
grids. In the literature, two main methods are described in order to tackle the problem: static (h-type, p-type) or dynamic
(r-type) remeshing methods. The former (h-type) are based on the insertion of extra mesh points to satisfy tolerance
requirements, but this can result in an undesired huge amount of points, is verymemory and time consuming, unpractical to
store andmanage; on the other hand, p-type remeshing techniques keep constant the element size increasing the order of the
polynomial used to represent the solution within each element, as smoothness permits. The latter method, instead, keeps
constant nodal connectivity and the number of mesh points inside the domain: simply, mesh points are moved towards
regions where more detail is required [21].
Several efforts have been done recently to model liquid crystal systems by FEM. Barrett et al. [22], consider a degenerate
parabolic systemwhichmodels the evolution of nematic liquid crystals with variable degree of orientation, proposing a fully
discrete FEM approximation for the regularised system. Patricio et al. [23], studying the colloidal dipolar interactions in 2D
smectic-C films, use FEM with adaptive meshing to minimise the 2D elastic free energy. James et al. [24] developed a FEM
model of a nematic liquid crystal hydrodynamics in order to allow a proper description of disclinations. They all use static
remeshing techniques [21]. See also Ref. [25] for an overview on previous literature. Recently, two of us applied h-type static
remeshing methods to solve a FEM model inside nematic liquid crystal systems [10–12], while Ramage and Newton [25]
used a dynamical remeshing method to reproduce numerical results obtained in Ref. [7]. In this case, due to the geometry
of the considered domain, confining layers of the liquid crystal become enriched with grid points, starving the bulk region.
Moreover, this approach is subject to arbitrary parametric choices in order to tune the overall adaptivity.
In this work we present a novel implementation of the Moving Mesh Partial Differential Equations (MMPDE) numerical
technique applied to an improved model, capable of describing the overall dynamical transition inside a π-cell submitted
to an electric field [12]. Throughout the paper, we will refer to anchoring as the effect of the interaction of a liquid crystal
molecule with a confining surface, resulting in a molecule’s orientation along a given direction. The numerical calculations
are performed using an adaptive r-type algorithm, improved with respect to that presented in Ref. [25], in order to cluster
greater amounts of grid points outside confining layers and reducing external intervention. The use of the moving grid
technique ensures no waste of computational effort in the area of low spatial order variability: in fact, the technique
concentrates the grid points in regions of large ∇Qmaintaining constant the total number of the nodes in the domain.
2. Q tensor nematic description
Modelling theQ-tensor response of a nematic to an external field goes through aminimisation of the free energy density
functional inside the cell containing the liquid crystal, where the main contributions come from thermotropic, elastic and
electric terms. In the Landau-de Gennes framework the free energy density F is expressed in powers of Q, assuming its
dependence from small Q distortions. For a complete review see, for example, Refs. [1,15].
A nematic liquid crystal texture is globally described by the symmetric, second-rank, traceless tensor in the orthonormal
basis of its eigenvectors {e1, e2, e3}
Q =
3−
i=1
λiei ⊗ ei (1)
where λi are the eigenvalues of Q corresponding to the eigenvectors ei, thus obeying the condition λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 0.
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In fact, let the symmetric, second order M and M0 tensors be associated with, respectively, a given and an isotropic
probability distribution [15], the order tensorQ is defined asQ = M−M0, and gives a measure of how the secondmoments
tensorM deviates fromM0 [1]. Since from statistical considerations, trM = 1 and trM0 = (1/3)I, with I the identical tensor,
it follows that trQ = 0.
In this respect, describing a nematic molecules arrangement, only five independent parameters are necessary, i.e. five
lagrangian parameters qi, i ∈ [1,5], corresponding to the five degrees of freedom of a rod-shaped nematic molecule:
Q =
q1 q2 q3
q2 q4 q5
q3 q5 −q1 − q4

. (2)
We are interested in a description of nematics in biaxial configurations, so a complete representation of (1), or (2), has to be
used, since Q is a tensor field varying inside our domain.
In order to measure the degree of biaxiality, we use the definition used in Ref. [7]
β2 = 1− 6 tr(Q
3)
tr(Q2)3
2
∈ [0, 1] (3)
which is an invariant measure of the biaxiality. The eigenvectors e1, e2, and e3 of Q are the directions of the preferred
molecular orientations and the associated eigenvalues λ1, λ2, and λ3 represent the degree of order along each corresponding
direction. Calamitic nematic materials can present three different phases (isotropic, uniaxial and biaxial) which can be
distinguished considering λ1, λ2, and λ3. In the isotropic phase the calamitic molecules are completely disordered, without
any positional and orientational order, and all the three eigenvalues vanish. In this phase, the optical behaviour of the
material is as an ordinary isotropic fluid. The uniaxial nematic phase presents a unique optical axis, described by the
eigenvector ei = n associated to the maximum eigenvalue λmax, which gives the scalar order parameter S = (3/2)λmax. In
the biaxial nematic phase, all the eigenvalues are different, the Fresnel ellipsoid has two optical axes and the maximum of
biaxiality is attained when at least one eigenvalue vanishes, see Eq. (3), since trQ3 = 3 detQ vanishes too. When β2 = 0
then the nematic texture is uniaxial; instead, the maximum of biaxiality corresponds to β2 = 1, when the nematic phase is
biaxial.
Brimicombe and Raynes [26] demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically that nematic liquid crystals confined
in a π-cell in a splay symmetric configuration do not experience backflow during switching to a vertical configuration, due
to the symmetry of both states. As a consequence, the dynamical evolution of the system is given by solutions of a PDE
equation system of the type
∂D
∂ q˙i
+ ∂Ft
∂qi
+ ∂Fe
∂qi
+ ∂Fd
∂qi
− ∂
∂xj

∂Fd
∂qi,j

− ∂
∂xj

∂Fe
∂qi,j

= 0 i = 1 . . . 5 (4)
with suitable boundary conditions, obtained from a generalized Euler-Lagrange equation. In (4) we assume summation
over repeated indices, and the subscript ‘‘j’’ denotes differentiation with respect to the spatial coordinate xj. Here D is the
dissipation function giving rise to a generalized force term; Ft , Fe and Fd are, respectively, thermotropic, electric and elastic
energy densities. Considering infinite anchoring strength, and therefore Dirichlet boundary conditions for the liquid crystal,
the surface contribution to the energy density is neglected since the boundary conditions are fixed, and the above equations
come out assuming that
Ft = Ft(Q), Fe = Fe(Q,∇Q), Fd = Fd(Q,∇Q). (5)
In detail
Ft = a tr(Q2)− 2b3 tr(Q
3)+ c
2
(tr(Q2))2 (6)
with a = α(T − T∗) = α∆T, α > 0 and b and c are temperature dependent, but often approximated as constants. Here T∗
is the super-cooling temperature [27] at which the isotropic state of the liquid crystal becomes unstable.
Fe = −ε02

εi |∇U|2 + εa∇U · Q∇U
+ e∇Q · ∇U (7)
with
e = e11 + e33
2Seq
(8)
where e11 and e33 are the splay and bend flexoelectric coefficients, εi and εa are the isotropic and the anisotropic dielectric
susceptibilities, U is the electric potential, while
Seq (∆T ) = b4c

1+

1− 24ac
b2

(9)
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is the equilibrium order parameter for uniaxial systems.
Fd = L12

∂Qij
∂xk
2
+ L2
2
∂Qij
∂xj
∂Qik
∂xk
+ L6
2
Qlk
∂Qij
∂xl
∂Qij
∂xk
(10)
with
L1 = 16S2eq
(k33 − k11 + 3k22)
L2 = 1S2eq
(k11 − k22)
L6 = 12S3eq
(k33 − k11)
(11)
and k11, k22 and k33 the Frank elastic constants.
Beside Eq. (4), we need the governing equation for the electric potential
∇ · D = ∇ · (−ε0ε∇U + PS) = 0 (12)
where D and ε0 are, respectively, the displacement field and the vacuum dielectric permeability; the dielectric tensor is
expressed as [15] ε = εaQ + εiI, and the spontaneous polarisation vector, ensuring that, in the static case, the electric
field inside the cell obeys Maxwell equations for conservative field and in absence of source charges, is expressed as [28]
PS = e∇Q.
3. The adaptive moving mesh method
As stated above, r-type remeshing method comes from a class of dynamic refinement techniques in which the mesh
points are concentrated in regions of high spatial variability and at the same time they are pulled away from regions of low
activity, keeping their number always constant.
The common idea of such moving methods is to find an appropriate mesh map capable of capturing each significant
solution feature. This is achieved defining a monitor function, a quality functional as solution evolves in time. For one-
dimensional problems, a commonly used technique is based on the equidistribution principle [29,30], in which the mesh
map quality is controlled by equidistributing in each subinterval the monitor function, which can depend, in turn, on the
solution gradient of the unknown solution [25,31], or on the interpolation error [32]. This method is quite efficient, since
it allows extremely accurate representations of sharp solution features, such as shocks or defects. Unfortunately it is less
robust than static refinement, since the maximal possible accuracy depends on the initial number of mesh points.
Many different ways of generating adaptive meshes based on equidistribution principles have been developed. In
practice, themonitor function can be based on a simple function of the derivatives of the unknown solution, and his optimal
choice depends on the problem being solved, the numerical discretisation being used, and the norm of the error that is to be
minimised [31]. Here we illustrate the ideas involved to define two different monitor functions, the Arch-Length (AL) and
the Beckett-Mackenzie (BM) monitor functions and we apply them to solve the dynamical evolution of the order parameter
tensor inside a π-cell submitted to an electric field.
If u(z, t) is a solution over a physical domainΩp = [0, 1] of a system PDE’s, z being the physical coordinate, introducing
a fixed computational domainΩc = [0, 1]with ξ computational coordinate, a coordinate transformation is defined as
z = z(ξ , t), ξ ∈ Ωc, t ∈ (0, T ] (13)
from the computational spaceΩc × (0, T ] to the physical space,Ωp × (0, T ] and
ξ = ξ(z, t), z ∈ Ωp, t ∈ (0, T ] (14)
from the physical spaceΩp × (0, T ] to the computational spaceΩc × (0, T ].
The first relation represents a one-to-one mapping at time t from computational to physical space, and a uniform grid
ξi = i/N, i = 0, 1, . . .N (15)
imposed on computational space, corresponds to a set of nodes on physical space
0 = z0(t) < z1(t) < · · · zN(t) = 1. (16)
The mesh map quality is controlled by equidistributing the monitor functionM(u(z, t)) over the entire domain.
The one-dimensional equidistribution principle is expressed as∫ z(ξ ,t)
0
M(u(s, t))ds = ξ
∫ 1
0
M(u(s, t))ds i = 1 . . .N − 1, ∀t (17)
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which, in discrete form becomes∫ zi+1(t)
zi(t)
M(u(s, t))ds =
∫ zi(t)
zi−1(t)
M(u(s, t))ds, (18)
or ∫ zi(t)
zi−1(t)
M(u(s, t))ds = 1
N
∫ 1
0
M(u(s, t))ds. (19)
The coordinate mapping z(ξ , t) can be determined by differentiating (17) with respect to ξ , giving
M(z(x, t))
∂
∂ξ
z(x, t) =
∫ 1
0
M(u(s, t))ds = C(t). (20)
It follows that, at a given time, at a larger monitor function value corresponds a denser mesh, in order to keep the equidis-
tribution of the monitor function constant over the integration domain.
Choosing the appropriate monitor function is fundamental for mesh quality control and final convergence of the FEM
solution [25,29,31]. A common one is the AL monitor function
M(u(z, t)) =

1+ α
[
∂u(z, t)
∂z
]2
(21)
where α is a user prescribed scaling factor. His task is to cluster mesh points inside regions of steep solution variation,
moving them towards high-valued solution gradient regions, pulled from neighbouring smooth regions. The floor of the
monitor function represents its minimum value: in practice, if first-order derivatives are involved like in (21), the floor is
the value of the monitor function when the derivative is zero, so AL monitor is bounded below to unity.
Due to the geometry of our domain, unfortunately, confining layers of the liquid crystal become enrichedwith grid points,
starving the bulk region. Therefore, a monitor function that concentrates a greater amounts of grid points in the core of our
domain is desired, with a floor ensuring bounding not necessarily to unity and away from zero: this is done by the BM
monitor function introduced by Beckett et al. [29],
M(u(z, t)) = α +
∂u(z, t)∂z
 (22)
where
α =
∫ 1
0
∂u(z, t)∂z
dz. (23)
The effect of this floor is to distribute mesh points over the entire domain, thus giving the possibility of more accurate
solutions external to boundary regions. It is demonstrated that, with this choice, approximately half of the grid points are
located outside the confining layer enabling (22) to cluster more grid points in the core region [29]. In addition, it has the
advantage of being self-regulating since the α parameter used to set the floor arises from integration over the entire spatial
domain; nevertheless the mesh adaptivity, through α parameter, is controlled at each time step, whereas for AL monitor
function, α is a fixed pre-factor of the solution derivative, which is unlikely to hold for the whole calculation; further, a
comparison between (21) and (22) shows that the latter is naturally smoothed: for these reasons BM monitor function has
the advantage of no need for external interventions.
The solution of our problem modelling leads to a highly non-linear PDE’s. We avoid performing error and convergence
analysis since it is beyond the scope of the present work. Beckett et al. [29] demonstrate that for one-dimensional problems,
the optimal converge rate for dynamical adaptive solutions is achieved using algorithms based on the BMmonitor function,
rather than the AL monitor function.
The overall adaptive solution process involves two different steps: the generation of a grid and the solution of the PDEs on
the grid. In our case,we are interested in solving amultidimensional time-dependent problemand the solution is an iterative
process with (1) a mesh generation using the equidistribution principle (based on the numerical solution of current time
step) and (2) the solution of the PDEs on the new generated grid and then time updated. In particular we used the following
algorithm to solve the MMPDE:
1. a uniform initial grid zj[0] is generated and the corresponding initial solution uj[0] is calculated using FEM;
a temporal loop is done in the time domain updating mesh and solution u, putting forward PDE:
while tn < T
the mesh is redistributed in a few steps ν ≥ 0:
do
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2. the monitor function is evaluated, the grid is moved from zj[ν] to zj[ν + 1]with an iterative procedure
so that to equidistribute the monitor function in each subinterval and a solution uj[ν + 1] is calculated
on the new mesh.
until ν ≤ νmax
3. the PDE is put forward on the new mesh zj[ν + 1] to obtain a numerical approximation
uj[ν + 1] at the new time level tn+1.
end
At time t = 0 s the grid is uniformly distributed and the solution at the current time is calculated by minimisation of
(4) and (12). Steps 2 to 3 and the advance in time of the solution were carried out using the COMSOL Multiphysics finite
element package with Matlab [33]. Specifically, at each time step the problem is solved via one step time by minimising
the energy density functional, and then the solution u is used to update the monitor function, which equidistribution inside
each subinterval moves the mesh point.
4. Order nematic dynamics in a π-cell
Recentworks on highly frustrated liquid crystal systems have shown the possibility to induce local transient biaxial order
inside a calamitic nematic phase using a mechanical stress or an electric field [7–12]. The π-cell is the main system used
to experimentally investigate the biaxial order reconstruction that allows connecting two non-equivalent nematic textures
by means of an electric field. The π-cell has sandwich geometry, with a thin film of nematic material confined between
two flat glass plates. The internal faces of the glass plates are treated to align the nematic on both surfaces with strong
anchoring energy and a pretilt angle θ [34]. The two plates are arranged in an anti-parallel configuration to generate a
splay texture [7]. This set-up admits the existence of a second topologically distinct texture where the nematic is π-twisted
(or π-bent), and the energy barrier between them, preventing any spontaneous relaxation from each other, gives rise to a
topological barrier. The fast switching between these two states is only possible by breaking somewhere the starting nematic
texture and reconstructing it with or without the π torsion. In principle this can be achieved by anchoring breaking [35,36]
or bymelting/reducing the nematic order in a plane [7,37]. In practice, the bulk nematic biaxial order reconstruction induced
by the electric field is a mechanism that enables the escape from topological constraints and requires less energy than full
melting or anchoring breaking.
The physical problem is modelled with a one-dimensional π-cell of thickness 1 µm with infinite anchoring energy on
both plates, when a rectangular electric pulse is applied perpendicular to the boundary plates. As stated above, starting from
the splay configuration, the solution of the problem is carried out by an iterative process, which involves at each time step:
1. the generation of the adaptive moving mesh evaluating the monitor function from the previous nematic configuration;
2. the evaluation of the five coupled PDEs, resulting from the Euler-Lagrange equations (4), with the Maxwell equation for
the electric potential inside the cell (12), which generates the new nematic configuration for the next time step.
The Euler-Lagrange equations are solved at each time step using a quadratic finite element approximation, whose details
can be found in Ref. [12]. In practice, the adaptive mesh is generated by replacing in (21), or in (22) and (23), u(z, t) with
tr(Q2). We choose this quantity to monitor the order reconstruction phenomenon because it is the sum of the squared Q
eigenvalues and it varies rapidly in the frustrated region where the degree of order is not constant. The chosen monitor
function let to obtain high spatial resolution of the numerical solution inside the cell where the biaxial order reconstruction
is expected to occur.
The initial splay configuration has a tilt angle varying almost linearly with z between the boundary values θL = +10° on
the lower surface and θU = −10° on the upper surface, where θ is measured with respect to the plate. A fast rectangular
pulse electric field, perpendicular to the plates, strong enough to achieve biaxial order reconstruction in the middle of the
cell, with amplitude E = 11.4 V/µm, is applied at time t = 1 ms for a duration of τ = 0.25 ms. The dynamical evolution
of the Q tensor is sampled with a time step size of δt = 0.1 µs. The numerical simulations were carried out with the
typical physical parameters for 5CB nematic liquid crystal at∆T = −2 °C [38]. In this case, the typical characteristic biaxial
coherence length ξb is some nanometers and we have discretised the physical domain with a mesh of 285 grid points using
the AL and BM monitor functions. In particular, when using an AL monitor function, a further and arbitrary choice for α
and number of smoothing loops for the monitor function has to be done: we set α = 5 and the number of smoothing
loops to 5, which gave the best results. In principle, a larger number of grid points would improve the spatial resolution.
In practice, the appropriate number of points is a compromise between spatial resolution and computational effort. Also
the nature of the physical problem involved and other external parameters as smoothing loops and, in the case of the AL
algorithm, the α parameter settings, can play a significant role in determining the optimal number of points. We have found
that, for the problem we treat, 285 grid points give the best compromise. For the sake of completeness, we also performed
a computation using the AL algorithm as a benchmark (from now on called the ‘‘ALB’’ algorithm) for the BM algorithm,
i.e. setting α = 0.1689, which is the last value automatically generated by the BM algorithm, with zero smoothing loops.
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Fig. 1. Node trajectories versus time for AL (a), BM (b) and ALB(c) adaptive mesh algorithms for the time interval 1 ms ≤ t ≤ 1.07 ms. Only one grid
point trajectory in every four has been included. The vertical and the horizontal axis correspond to the z-axis of the nematic π-cell and the time scale of
the solution evolution, respectively.
Moreover, to completely characterise the time evolution of the Q tensor, we have monitored the biaxiality that arises inside
the cell.
5. Numerical results and discussion
Figs. 1 and 2 show the node trajectories for the AL (a), BM (b) and ALB (c) adaptive mesh algorithms for the time interval
1 ms ≤ t ≤ 1.07 ms, where only one grid point trajectory in every four has been traced. The vertical and the horizontal
axis correspond to the cell thickness (z-axis) and the time scale of the solution evolution respectively.
At t = 0 s, the initial nematic texture is slightly splayed and in the middle of the cell the director is parallel with the two
boundary plates. It remains stable, with no spatial variation of the order tensor Q, and the minimisation of (20) results in
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Fig. 2. Magnification of Fig. 1 for AL (a), BM (b) and ALB (c) adaptivemesh algorithms, showing the region around the centre of the cell when the transition
from splay to bend occurs.
a uniform distribution of the grid points on the domain. The uniform node trajectories persist until the applications of the
electric field.
At time t = 1 ms, the electric pulse is applied and the initial splayed nematic texture starts to reorient the nematic
molecules along the electric field. The nematic director is almost everywhere perpendicular to the plates, except for
three thin regions: the middle of the cell and the two surface layers, where the nematic molecules remain close to their
initial orientation. The maximum nematic frustration occurs in the middle of the cell, where a biaxial region of thickness
comparable with ξb starts to connect the homeotropic upper and lower textures with themiddle planar orientation. Fig. 1(a)
and (b) show that, as the solution evolves in time, the nodes trajectoriesmoves and they aremainly clustered in the centre of
the cell, where the high spatial order variation takes place. In Fig. 1(c), only a faint clustering in the cell’s centre is observable,
with some time delay with respect to the other two cases. After some tens of microseconds from the application of the
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Fig. 3. Surface contour plots of the biaxial order evolution for the 1 ms ≤ t ≤ 1.07 ms time interval: (a) AL-algorithm; (b) BM-algorithm; (c) ALB-
algorithm. The biaxiality is linearly mapped in a grey level scale between black (zero biaxiality) and white (maximum biaxiality) colours.
electric field, the starting splay texture is replaced by a bend texture. The transient bulk biaxial wall allowed the topological
barrier connecting the two different nematic textures to be overcome. This phenomenon is completed within 70 µs from
the application of the electric field.
Fig. 2 shows a magnification of the node points region around the centre of the cell when the transition from splay to
bend nematic texture occurs. After the completion of the splay-bend transition, the nematic order inside the cell is constant
and the node points reform a uniform grid.
Comparing the node paths of the AL and BM algorithms (Figs. 1(a), 2(a) and 1(b), 2(b), respectively) with the node path of
the ALB algorithm (Figs. 1(c) and 2(c)), it appears that the nematic distortion is better captured by the adaptive grid formed
by the AL or BM algorithms, which move the nodes towards the region of large gradient of Q, in the middle and in the two
surface layers of the cell. Furthermore, at a first insight it seems that the BMmonitor function is more efficient to move the
node around the nematic distortion: the node grid arising from the BM algorithm (Fig. 1(b) and 2(b)) is denser compared to
the other two cases, not only in the central region of the cell, as expected, but also near the confining plates, where a high
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Fig. 4. Magnification of Fig. 3, for AL (a), BM (b) and ALB (c) adaptive mesh algorithms, showing the splay-bend transition mediated by the biaxial wall.
variation of the solution gradient occurs too. A good clustering of grid points in regions where they are necessary allows
appreciating smaller variation of the Q-tensor.
To better capture the main features of the order reconstruction phenomenon, we evaluated the biaxiality (3) that arises
inside the cell during the application of the electric field, which varies between zero for a nematic uniaxial texture and
one for a biaxial nematic texture. The biaxial order evolution for the 1 ms ≤ t ≤ 1.07 ms time interval is shown in
Fig. 3, linearly mapped in a grey levels scale between the black (zero biaxiality) and the white (maximum biaxiality) colours.
Biaxiality remains zero inside the bulk except for three regions where it is concentrated almost all the nematic distortion.
The gradient of the order is a maximum in the middle of the cell: a biaxial region of thickness comparable with ξb arises in
the bulk and it reaches its maximum in correspondence to the splay-bend transition.
Fig. 4 shows the magnification of the splay-bend transition mediated by the biaxial wall: the maximum of the biaxiality
occurs on a ring, while inside it, the biaxiality is zero. After the transition this structure disappears. Fig. 4(a), represents the
solution found by the AL algorithm and it is less resolved with respect to Fig. 4(b), obtained via the BM algorithm. In fact,
a well-defined dip in the centre of the biaxial ring is clearly observable for the BM case rather than in the AL case. On the
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Fig. 5. 3D-plots of surface contour plot of Fig. 4, for AL (a), BM (b) and ALB (c) adaptive mesh algorithms.
other hand, Fig. 4(c) shows the solution obtained by the ALB algorithm: the biaxial region lacks resolution with respect to
the other two cases, and the time at which occurs is delayed with respect to the AL and BM results, indicating the poorest
convergence feature. Moreover the three-dimensional shape of the biaxiality calculated for the three different adaptive grid
mesh algorithms is shown in Fig. 5(a)–(c). The biaxial region looks like a volcano and its crater has a dimension comparable
with the biaxial coherence length ξb [6,12].
Fig. 6 shows the temporal evolution of the eigenvalues of Q in the centre of the cell calculated by the AL (a), BM (b) and
ALB (c) algorithm. At t = 0 s, the largest eigenvalue λ1, which corresponds to the eigenvector of Q parallel with the initial
horizontal director, decreases as time evolves and is exchanged with λ3, which corresponds to the eigenvector of Q in the
direction of the field. The maximum biaxiality occurs when λ1 or λ3 cross the zero value, while in the dip of the volcano λ1
and λ3 are equal and positive and this state corresponds to a planar uniaxial nematic texture with a negative scalar order
parameter [15].
Fig. 7 shows the cross-sections of the biaxiality at the cell centre when the splay/bend transition occurs for the three
different algorithms. The AL and ALB adaptive mesh grid fail to capture the dip of the volcano crater, while the BM one well
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Fig. 6. Plots of the temporal evolution of the Q eigenvalues in the centre of the cell calculated by AL (a), BM (b) and ALB (c) algorithms.
represents the structure, with the biaxiality close to zero at the cell centre. The asymmetry of the dip for the AL and ALB
mesh grids relative to the cell centre, compared to BM one, indicates that the results obtained with BMmonitor function are
more reliable than those obtained with the other two methods. In fact, looking at Fig. 2, showing the comparison between
meshes arising from the three different algorithms, the meshes arising from the AL algorithm, and especially from the ALB
one, are stiffer than those ones arising from the BM algorithm. It follows that the BM algorithm is more adaptive than the AL
or ALB algorithms, as it gives more accurate solutions in regions of larger∇Q. Moreover the time at which transition occurs
is dramatically dependent on an arbitrary choice of the α parameter, as stressed by the comparison between AL and ALB
results. Consequently, the AL and ALB are not effective remeshing methods, compared to the BM one, also concerning the
absolute time evolution.
Further, in their work Ramage and Newton [25], using a FEM-MMPDEmodel implemented with an AL monitor function,
mimicking the numerical results obtained in Ref. [7] via finite difference discretisation with a uniform grid. Our results,
instead, compare directly to those obtained in Ref. [12] using FEM with a h-type adaptive grid, in which the starting
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Fig. 7. Cross sections of the biaxiality at the cell centre when the splay to bend transition occurs for AL (a), BM (b) and ALB (c) algorithms.
theoreticalmodel and some physical parameters, as∆T and electric field amplitude, are different from those used in Refs. [7,
25]. Referring to the pulse start, the biaxial transition time, i.e. the switching time, computed in Ref. [25] is 26µs early with
respect to Ref. [7]; in our case, the switching time obtained via the BM- and AL-algorithm are, respectively, 14 µs and
18 µs early with respect to that computed in Ref. [12]. Although it seems that dynamical remeshing techniques based on
gradient of the unknown solution introduce some temporal anticipation with respect to static remeshing techniques, the
BM-algorithm gives more accurate results. In addition, we can infer a better effectiveness of the starting theoretical model
we use. For the sake of truth, the ALB algorithm gives a switching time which is very near to Ref. [12], but at the expense of
the spatial resolution.
6. Conclusions
In this work we implemented a MMPDE finite element method on a dynamical Q-tensor model for nematic materials.
We started from a Landau-de Gennes model in which the elastic energy density has been expanded up to the third term.
Our numerical simulations, never applied before on this model, have been performed using two different monitor functions
having different characteristics of mesh points clustering inside the integration domain. Our findings show that the choice
of an appropriate monitor function is crucial: the best results, in fact, were obtained by means of the BM monitor function,
which does not concentrate mesh points in confining regions of the integration domain, ensuring a more uniform node
distribution inside core regions where steep solution variations are located. A consequent resolution improvement of our
PDEsmodel is determined, through appreciable variations of node velocities also occurring in regions of smoother variations
of the solution gradient. Once the number of grid points is fixed, this passes through the α-parameter calculation, and in this
respect the method has the advantage of being self-regulating. In addition, the BMmonitor function is naturally smoothed,
having no need of further smoothing loops or, at least, needing a fewer with respect to the AL algorithm. For these reasons,
any external arbitrary intervention is avoided or drastically reduced and the assumptions done in Section 2 are confirmed.
Accordingly, the use of the BM algorithm instead of the AL one is recommended to solve problems related with nematic
order reconstruction phenomena. Work is in progress to extend our model calculations in two dimensions.
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